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Let $\mathrm{N}$ be the set of all natural numbers, $\mathrm{P}$ the set of all prime numbers. And $p$
always denotes aprime number, $\pi(x)$ the number of primes not exeeding $x$ .
For afixed natural number $a\geq 2$ , we can define two functions, $I_{a}$ and $D_{a}$ , from
$\mathrm{P}$ to $\mathrm{N}$ :
$I_{a}$ : $p-*$ $I_{a}(p)=|(\mathrm{Z}/p\mathrm{Z})^{\mathrm{x}}$ : $\langle a (\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} p)\rangle|$
(the residual index of $a(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} p)$ ),
$D_{a}$ : $p$ $\vdash*$ $D_{a}(p)=\#\langle a (\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} p)\rangle$
(the residual order of $a(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} p)$ in $(\mathrm{Z}/p\mathrm{Z})^{\mathrm{x}}$ ),
where $(\mathrm{Z}/p\mathrm{Z})^{\mathrm{x}}$ denotes the set of all invertible residue classes modulo $p$ , and $|$ : $|$
the index of the subset.
We have asimple relation
$I_{a}(p)D_{a}(p)=p-1$ ,
but both of these functions fluctuate quite irregularly. More than 200 years ago, C.
F. Gauss calculated these numbers and he already noticed that
(a) The movement of $I_{10}$ is much more modest than $D_{10}$ ,
(b) $I_{10}(p)=1$ happens rather frequently.
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So he studied only about the distribution property of $I_{a}(p)$ and conjectured that
$\#\{p\in \mathrm{P} : I_{10}(p)=1\}=\infty$ ,
which is now apart of s0-called Artin’s conjecture for primitive root.
Let us define the set, for anatural number $n$ ,
$N_{a}(x;n)=\{p\leq x ; I_{a}(p)=n\}$ ,
then we already knows that
Theorem A $([5],[6])$ We assume the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis(GRH).
Then
$\# N_{a}(x;n)=C_{a}^{n}\pi(x)+O(\frac{x1\mathrm{o}\mathrm{g}1\mathrm{o}\mathrm{g}x}{1\mathrm{o}\mathrm{g}^{2}x})$ ,
where $C_{a}^{n}$ is a computable constant depends only on $a$ and $n$ .
and
Corollary 1We assume $GRH$. When $a$ is $square-\infty$ and $a\not\equiv 1(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} 4)$ , the
map $I_{a}$ is surjective from $\mathrm{P}$ to N.
And on the map $D_{a}$ , we have
Theorem $\mathrm{B}$ The map $D_{a}$ is almost sur jective from $\mathrm{P}$ to N.
Where almost surjective” means “except for only finite members of $n’ \mathrm{s}"$ .
But we notice abig difference between these two surjectivities. For any $n\in \mathrm{N}$ ,
the set
$D_{a}^{-1}(\{n\})=\{p\in \mathrm{P} ; D_{a}(p)=n\}$
contains only afinite number of elements. In fact, if $D_{a}(p)=n$ , then
$n+1\leq p\leq a^{n}$ .
On the contrary, Theorem Ashows that (under GRH),
$I_{a}^{-1}(\{n\})=\{p\in \mathrm{P} ; I_{a}(p)=n\}\sim C_{a}^{(n)}$ times of P.
So, the map $I_{a}(p)$ covers $\mathrm{N}$ very thickly, while the map $D_{a}(p)$ covers $\mathrm{N}$ very thinly.
Here we want to study distribution properties $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}D_{a}(p)$ . Then taking into account
of the above facts, we think we should take asubset $\mathrm{S}$ of $\mathrm{N}$ which contains infinitely
many elements, and consider the inverse image
$D_{a}^{-1}(\mathrm{S})=\{p\leq x ; D_{a}(p)\in \mathrm{S}\}$ .
In this note, in Section 2we take $\mathrm{S}=$ {a residue class in $\mathrm{N}$} (joint work of K.
Chinen and L. Murata), and in Section 3we take $\mathrm{S}=\mathrm{P}$ (joint work of C. Pomerance
and L. Murata),
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2 The case S $=\mathrm{a}$ residue class in $\mathrm{N}$
This part is asequel of our previous works [1],[2]. See also $[3],[7]$ .
2.1 Aresidue class mod$4$
Let us take $\mathrm{S}$ as aresidue class $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} 4$ . Namely we define, for $l=0,1,2,3$,
$Q_{a}(x;4, l)=\{p\leq x ; D_{a}(p)\equiv l (\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} 4)\}$ .
Then, in our previous paper, we proved
Theorem 1([7]) We assume $a\in \mathrm{N}$ is not a perfect $h$-th power with $h\geq 2$ , and
put
$a=a_{1}a_{2}^{2}$ , $a_{1}$ : square free.
When $a_{1}\equiv 2$ $(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} 4)$ , we define $a_{1}’$ by
$a_{1}=2a_{1}’$ .
We assume $GRH$. And we define an absolute constant $C$ by
$C= \prod_{(p\equiv 3\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} 4)}(1-\frac{2p}{(p^{2}+1)(p-1)})$ .
Then, for $l=1,3$, we have an asymptotic formula
$\# Q_{a}(x;4, l)=\delta_{l}\pi(x)+O(\frac{x}{\log x1\mathrm{o}\mathrm{g}\log x})$ ,
and the leading coefficients ($=the$ natural density) $\delta_{l}(l=1,3)$ are given by
the following way:
(I) If $a_{1}\equiv 1,3(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} 4)$ , then $\delta_{1}=\delta_{3}=\frac{1}{6}$ .
(II) When $a_{1}\equiv 2(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} 4)$ ,
(i) If $a_{1}’=1$ , $i.e$ . $a=2$ . (a square number), then
$\delta_{1}=\frac{7}{48}-\frac{C}{8}$ , $\delta_{3}=\frac{7}{48}+\frac{C}{8}$ .
(ii) If $a_{1}’\equiv 1(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} 4)$ with $a_{1}’>1$ , then
(ii-l) if $a_{1}’$ has a prime divisor $q$ with $q\equiv 1(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} 4)_{f}$ then $\delta_{1}=\delta_{3}=\frac{1}{6}$ ,
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(iii) If $a_{1}’\equiv 3(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} 4)$ , then
(iii-l) if $a_{1}’$ has a prime divisor $q$ with $q\equiv 1(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} 4)$ , then $\delta_{1}=\delta_{3}=\frac{1}{6}$ ,





This theorem shows that, roughly speaking, usually we have rather beautiful
distribution
$\# Q_{a}(x;4,0)\sim\frac{1}{3}\pi(x)\neg------$ unconditional
$\pi(x)^{\nearrow}\prime’\# Q_{a}(\prime x;4,1)\backslash \prime r’\sim\frac{1}{6}\pi(x)‘’/’4\iota_{J}\mathrm{x}_{\backslash }’\nearrow$
$\backslash \backslash .\#\backslash Q_{a}(x;4,2)\backslash _{\backslash }\sim\frac{1}{3}\pi(x)$
”
$\backslash \backslash _{\backslash }$
$\# Q_{a}(x;4,3)\sim\frac{1}{6}\pi(x)arrow \mathrm{w}\mathrm{e}$ need GRH
And we notice that when $(a_{1},4)>1$ the distribution turns into alittle irregular
one. Anyway it seems an interesting phenomenon, in Il-(ii) and Il-(iii), the densities
$\delta_{1}$ and $\delta_{3}$ are controled by whether $a_{1}’$ has aprime factor $q$ with $q\equiv 1(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} 4)$ or
not.
For numerical examples, see Section 4, Table 4.1-Table4.3.
Then, what happens for another modulus7
2.2 Aresidue class mod$5$
We can not find agood probabilistic model for this problem so far, i.e. we do not
know why the natural density of $Q_{a}(x;4,1)$ should be equal to $\frac{1}{6}$ ?
But here we remark that this problem has arelation to the structure of the










And in order to separate $\overline{1}$ and $\overline{3}$ , we need GRH.
Then, since $\mathrm{Z}/5\mathrm{Z}=\{\overline{0},\overline{1},\overline{2},\overline{3},\overline{4}\}$ has only one additive subgroup $\{\overline{0}\}$ , we can
expect that we can get an asymptotic formula for $\# Q_{a}(x;5,\overline{0})$ and we need GRH to
get an asymtpotic formula for $\# Q_{a}(x;4,\overline{j})$ for $j=1,2,3,4$ . And it is true.
Here we show our result only some simple cases. Namely we assume $a\in \mathrm{N}$ is
not aperfect $h$-th power with $h\geq 2$ , and put
$a=a_{1}a_{2}^{2}$ , $a_{1}$ : square free,
as above, and further assume 54 $a_{1}$ –as we remarked already, when $5|a_{1}$ , we have
rather irregular densities.
Theorem 2Let $G$ be the multiplicative group of all characters modulo 5. We
define, for $\chi\in G$ , the numbers $\beta_{\chi}$ and $C_{\chi}$ by
$\beta_{\chi}=\{\begin{array}{l}1,\chi\in G^{2}-1,otherwise\end{array}$
and
$C_{\chi}= \prod_{p\neq 5}\frac{p^{3}-p^{2}-p+\chi(p)}{(p-1)(p^{2}-\chi(p))}$ .
(I) If $j=0$, then we have an asymptotic formula unconditionally
$\# Q_{a}(x;5,0)=\frac{5}{24}\pi(x)+O(\frac{x}{\log x1\mathrm{o}\mathrm{g}\log x})$ .
(II) When $j\neq 0$ , we assume $GRH$. Then toe have
$\# Q_{a}(x;5,j)=\delta_{j}\pi(x)+O(\frac{x}{\log x1\mathrm{o}\mathrm{g}\log x})$ ,
and the leading coefficient is given by
(II-1) If $a_{1}\equiv 1(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} 4)_{f}$ tfien
$\delta_{j}=\frac{25}{96}-\frac{1}{16}\sum_{\chi\in G}\beta_{\chi}\chi(j)C_{\chi}(1+\prod_{p|2a_{1}}\frac{p(\chi(p)-1)}{p^{3}-p^{2}-p+\chi(p)})$ .
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(II-2) If $a_{1}\equiv 2(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} 4)_{l}$ then
$\delta_{j}=\frac{25}{96}-\frac{1}{16}\sum_{\chi\in G}\beta_{\chi}\chi(j)C_{\chi}(1+\frac{\chi(2)^{2}}{16}\prod_{p|2a_{1}}\frac{p(\chi(p)-1)}{p^{3}-p^{2}-p+\chi(p)})$ .
(II-3) If $a_{1}\equiv 3(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} 4)$ , then
$\delta_{j}=\frac{25}{96}-\frac{1}{16}\sum_{\chi\in G}\beta_{\chi}\chi(j)C_{\chi}(1+\frac{\chi(2)}{4}\prod_{p|2a_{1}}\frac{p(\chi(p)-1)}{p^{3}-p^{2}-p+\chi(p)})$ .
We can prove this theorem by the similar method which we used in [7], but in
order to separate four $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}-\overline{1},\overline{2},\overline{3},\overline{4}$ –we need Dirichlet characters and very
complicated calculations.
We can extend this result to much more general moduli, such as $q^{r}$ with aprime
$q$ (see [4]).
For $\chi\not\in G^{2}$ , the number $C_{\chi}$ is not a real number. The most interesting feature
of this result may be the fact that acombination of these complex numbers gives
the real density of $\# Q_{a}(x;5,j)$ .
For numerical examples, see Section 4, Table 4.4-Table4.6.
3The case S $=\mathrm{P}$
Here we take $a=2$ , and consider the set
$M(x)=$ {$p$ $\leq x$ ; $7_{2}(\mathrm{p})$ is prime}.
On the cardinality of this set, Pomerance [9]proved




We can improve the latter estimate as follows:
Theorem 3([8]) We assume $GRH$. Then we have
$\# M(x)\ll\pi(x)\frac{1}{\log x}$ .
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Here we remark that, this estimate seems to be best possible. In fact, let us
consider the set
$L(x)=$ {$p$ $\leq x$ ; $\frac{p-1}{2}$ i $\mathrm{s}$ also prime, $p\equiv 7$ (m0d8)}.
Then, it is easy to see that $L(x)\subset M(x)$ , and it is (not yet proved but) conjectured
that
$\# L(x)\sim C\pi(x)\frac{1}{\log x}$
with astrictly positive constant $C$ , which gives alower bound of $\# M(x)$ .
For the proof, see [8 ].
4Some numerical examples
Here we show some numerical examples to compare our theoretical results with
experimental results.
In the Tables 4.1-4.3, we compare the theoretical densities and the experimental
densities $\pi(x)^{-1}\# Q_{a}(x;4,j)$ for $x=10^{3},10^{4},10^{5},10^{6},10^{7}$ .
Table 4.1. The densities of $Q_{5}(x;4, l)$
Theoretical densities are typical ( $\frac{1}{3}$ , $\frac{1}{6}$ , $\frac{1}{3},$ $\frac{1}{6}$).
Table 4.2. The densities of $Q50(x;4, l)$
Theoretical densities are ( $\frac{5}{12},$ $\frac{7}{48}-\frac{C}{8}\approx 0.06538$ , $\frac{7}{24}$ , $\frac{7}{48}+\frac{C}{8}\approx 0.22629$).
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Table 4.3. The densities of $Q_{6}(x;4, l)$
Theoretical densities are ( $\frac{1}{3}$ , $\frac{1}{6}-\frac{3C}{56}\approx 0.13219$ , $\frac{1}{3}$ , $\frac{1}{6}+\frac{3C}{56}\approx 0.20115$).
Here are some examples where the modulus is 5. In the following tables, the
second row shows the theoretical density.
Table 4.4. The densities of $Q_{21}(x;5, l)$
Table 4.5. The densities of $Q_{6}(x;5,l)$
Table 4.6. The densities of $Q_{3}(x;5, l)$
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